Hammers

Speciality Hammers / Mallets

Planishing
Hammer

Used by jewellers or
art metalworkers because
of its small design, this
hammer features one round
and one square face and is
used for forming and shaping
metal.

Blocking
Hammer

Magnetic
Tack
Hammer

Used throughout the
metalworking trades for
forming and shaping metal,
this hammer has a ground
head with one round and
one square face.

This specially designed
hammer has one
magnetised striking face for
use when fitting small nails
and upholstery tacks.

Hickory
142g (5oz)

Hickory
454g (16oz)

Cross
Pein Pin
Hammer

Joiners Hammers

FAIHPLANRS
£20.86 Ex VAT £25.03 Inc VAT

A small cross pein pin
hammer, also known as
a telephone hammer, is
used for precision work
on small fixings, panel
pins etc.
Hickory
113g (4oz)

FAICPH4
£10.01 Ex VAT £12.01 Inc VAT

Carvers
Mallet

90mm heavy-duty rounded close grain
beech head. The circular cross section
handle is permanently wedged and
glued to the single piece head.

FAIHBLOCK
£20.86 Ex VAT £25.03 Inc VAT

FAIHMAGTACK
£20.67 Ex VAT £24.80 Inc VAT

A universal carpenters or warrington hammer with
precision ground and hardened pein and head. This well
balanced hammer is ideal for all types of carpenters fixings.

Hickory

WEIGHT

FAIJWH6

170g (6oz)

£13.89

£16.67

FAIJWH8

227g (8oz)

£14.92

£17.90

FAIJWH10

283g (10oz)

£15.17

£18.20

FAIJWH12

340g (12oz)

£16.53

£19.84

FAIJWH16

454g (16oz)

£18.23

£21.88

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Carpenters Beech Mallets

Made from European beech to provide the required weight
and resistance against splitting. The mortise head and
tapered handle maintain a perfect and secure fit.
The striking surfaces of
the head are angled
toward the user and
ensure a square-on
delivery with each blow.

Beech
500g (1lb 1oz)
FAICM90HD
£18.00 Ex VAT
£21.60 Inc VAT

Hickory
198g (7oz)

SIZE
FAICM4
FAICM412
FAICM5

102mm (4in)

114mm (41⁄2 in)
127mm (5in)

WEIGHT

Ex VAT Inc VAT

430g approx.

£10.60

£12.72

470g approx.

£12.40

£14.88

540g approx.

£13.56

£16.27
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